


With their professional and 
meticulous works, Our Assembly 
Team…

With Their works integrating 
modern, traditional and classical 
lines, our R&D Department…

With its quality-oriented 
production, combining our 
experience and knowledge with 
the technological possibilities of 
the time, Our Factory...

We serve with a wide range 
of models from the past to 
the present with a young and 
dynamic perspective, using all 
the blessings of technology. 
By approaching the modular/
monotonic approach in the 
field of prefabricated kitchens 
with a different vision, we offer 
customized solutions for the 
project and the individual.

With the trendiest, highest quality 
and most functional kitchen 
decorating details, we create 
the spaces you deserve. We put 
at your service our project and 
production professionalism in the 
field of assembly and application.

Decus Living Store offers its 
experience in the industry 
acquired since 1987 as ‘DECUS 
KITCHEN’. It shows its almost 
40 years of experience, 
determination to grow with stable 
investments and experience in the 
Kitchen Sector.

Take your kitchen beyond your imagination.



TECHNO
NATURE
Indulgent meals in romantic designs are at 
TECHNO-NATURE...

You’ll love this unique, innovative kitchen where 
you can leave the chaos of the day aside and 
take your taste buds all over the world while 
looking modern with relaxing colors and design.



Romantic 
designs ...



OBRIX
OBRIX completes the 
untimely naturalness and 
stimulating warmth of 
wood with modern touches.

With its traditional look, 
modern fixtures to make 
your life easier and 
porcelain counter, it gives 
you the feeling of touching 
nature, while providing 
useful areas.



Obrıx wood 
fashion





ARC 
CLASSIC
With its prestigious, 
eye-catching and elegant 
design and its special 
lines, it is a kitchen where 
you will enjoy both when 
cooking and when hosting 
your guests. 

With gold and silver leaf 
ornaments and rustic 
furnishing options, your 
kitchen is more 
eye-catching.



Prestigious, eye 
catching



MENTHE
With its menthe colors, it 
warms your heart. 

Elegant to remember with 
its quality and functional 
details.

The MENTHE kitchen 
promises pleasant 
moments and reminds you 
of the past with its solid 
pantry and rattan doors.



With its menthe 
colors, it warms 
your heart. .







ROBUS
The minimalist design 
and warmth in its texture 
bridge the past to the 
present.

With its look like real solid 
wood floor, easy to clean 
surface, metal integrated 
details and specially 
designed shelves, it takes 
its place in your living 
space.



Minimalist design 
and warmth in its 
texture...



SILVA
Feel the comfort of 
simplicity. 

With different color 
options, functional 
accessories and more 
storage space, it brings 
light to your living space.  

Wardrobe style doors 
offer kitchens that are 
suitable for both home and 
professional use. For those 
who want their kitchen to 
be completely different...



Feel the comfort of 
simplicity. 



Alternative Layout





Alternative Layout



RIMINI
Those who seek simplicity finds 
peace in this kitchen. Its aesthetic 
and stylish line is far above the 
standard...

With handleless design, easy 
to clean and carefully selected 
materials, RIMINI kitchen makes 
comfort more meaningful and 
durable. 

Hidden led lighting in cabinets, 
shelves and drawers makes your 
kitchen elegant.



Those who seek 
simplicity finds 
peace in this 
kitchen.



Alternative Layout



Alternative Layout



ALBA
Combining the magic of 
the past with a modern 
concept, ALBA kitchen.
With different color 
options, the symbol of 
simplicity and nobility is 
waiting to take its place in 
your kitchen.



The magic of 
the past with 
a modern 
concept...



BELLUS
BELLUS kitchen looks 
useful and stylish and can 
adapt to both traditional 
and modern styles.

Not only with its aesthetic 
appearance, but also with 
its functional features and 
various colour options, 
BELLUS kitchen is chosen 
by those who vacillate 
between traditional and 
modern style.



Useful 
and stylish 
appearance... 



CAPRI
CAPRI kitchen where you 
will have a warm and 
pleasant time with its solid 
details blending classical 
and modern lines.



Modern lines...



RIGNUM
The combination of wood 
beauty resulting from 
nostalgia is in this kitchen...  

With its calm and relaxing 
model, RIGNUM takes its 
place in your kitchen.

With its soft texture, 
minimal lines and aged 
handles, RIGNUM kitchen 
offers a comfort that 
gives a feeling of sincerity, 
naturalness and being at 
home.



Beauty resulting 
from nostalgia...



PAINT COATINGS

ALBA & BELLUS ARC CLASSIC MENTHE OBRIX
Sole - Mat Lacquer Sole - Mat Lacquer Sole - Mat Lacquer Wood

Frame
Frame

Frame

Frame

Ageing can be applied to all colors.

RIMINI & SILVA

ROBUS TECNO - NATURE
Nature - Melamin

Sole - Mat Lacquer

Nature - Melamine

Edge - Aluminum Profile

Mollis- Perfect Sense

Plaster model application is handmade, pattern shows difference.

Pandomo / Plastering
- Mat Lacquer

Orion - Shiny Lacquer

Vetro - Acrylic

Gövde Sole - Mat Lacquer Frame

CAPRIRIGNUM
Sole - Mat Lacquer Sole - Mat LacquerFrame

Frame

Shiny

Mat

Cream

White

Black

Flame Orange

Basalt Gray

Midnight Blue

Arsenic Blue

Pastel Green

Burgundy

Tile

Taupe

Daffodil

Mink

Olives

Algae Green

Flame Red

Cream

White

Black

Arsenic Blue

Taupe

Mink

Olives

Algae Green

Taupe

Mink

Olives

Algae Green

White

Arsenic Blue

Pastel Green

Tile

Taupe

Mink

Olives

Flame Red

Natural Chestnut

Brushed Chestnut

Lime Chestnut

Midnight Blue

Burgundy

Algae Green

Black

Basalt Gray

Arsenic Blue

Burgundy

Tile

Black

Natural Chestnut

Brushed Chestnut

Lime Chestnut

Black

White

Cream

Desert Beige

Black

White

Cream

Desert Beige

Black

White

Cream

Desert Beige

Black

White

Cream

Desert Beige

Cream

White

Black

Black

White

Black

White

Cream

Midnight Blue

Algae Green

Tile

Basalt Gray

White

Cashmere

Anthracite

Yellow

Cream

Natural Oak

Concrete Gray

Havana Black

Robus

Natural Calvados

Cream

White

Black

Midnight Blue

Arsenic Blue

Burgundy

Black

Robus

Black

Bronze

Robus

Black

Basalt Gray

Arsenic Blue

Cream

White

Black

Flame Orange

Basalt Gray

Midnight Blue

Arsenic Blue

Pastel Green

Burgundy

Tile

Taupe

Daffodil

Mink

Olives

Algae Green

Flame Red

Cashmere Gray

Rock Gray

Powder Gray

Black

Sync Gray

Sync Basalt

Ferro Bronze

Anthracite Ceramic

Tobacco Oak

Natural Halifax



ACCESSORIES

SINGLE LIFT DOOR

Servo drive and tip-on 
brake are available as 
options.

METAL SHELFDOUBLE LIFT METAL 
SHELF DOOR

Servo drive option is 
available.

Led Spot Lighting Drawer Liner

CORNER DRAWERS 

It is suitable for the model 
with a special size handle, 
it is used for models 
with servo drive without 
handles.

SIZE MODULE PANTRY 
DRAWERS 

UNDERCOUNTER BOTTLE 
RACK



CORNER MECHANISMS

STEP AND DRAWER MOVING TABLE PANEL UNDER SINK WATER STOP

CORNER MECHANISMS MODULE ORGANIZATION SYSTEM

HIDDEN LED LIGHTING SPOON HOLDER UNDER SINK WATER STOP

BETWEEN COUNTER ORGANIZATION 
SYSTEM

MOVING SHELF PANEL360C ROTATING SHELF 
SYSTEM



SPOON HOLDER SPOON HOLDER SPOON HOLDER

INNER DRAWER BODY-MOUNTED WASTE BIN DOOR-MOUNTED WASTE BIN




